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If you ally craving such a referred Moﬁna Rick Seconds Six book that will pay for you worth, acquire the enormously best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to droll
books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are plus launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Moﬁna Rick Seconds Six that we will unquestionably oﬀer. It is not approaching the costs. Its not quite what you infatuation currently. This
Moﬁna Rick Seconds Six, as one of the most keen sellers here will entirely be in the course of the best options to review.

KEY=MOFINA - PARSONS KELLEY
SIX SECONDS
HarperCollins UK ‘Echoing Ludlum and Forsythe...a big international thriller that grabs your gut – and your heart – and doesn’t let go’Jeﬀery Deaver An anguished mother desperate to ﬁnd her child.

INTO THE DARK
MIRA Claire Bowen, a psychologist with a family tragedy in her past, must pair with Detective Joe Turner to solve the disappearance of one of her clients, all while disturbing details about her pilot
husband's past come to light. Original.

VENGEANCE ROAD
MIRA “Vengeance Road is a thriller with no speed limit! It's a great read!”—Michael Connelly,#1 New York Times bestselling author The body of Bernice Hogan, a troubled young former nursing student
with a tragic past, is found in a shallow grave near a forest creek. Jolene Peller, a single mom struggling to build a new life with her little boy, vanishes the night she tries to ﬁnd Bernice. Hero cop Karl
Styebeck is beloved by his community, but privately police are uneasy with the answers he gives to protect the life—and the lie—he's lived. The case haunts Jack Gannon, a gritty, blue-collar reporter
whose own sister ran away from their family years ago. Gannon risks more than his job to pursue the story behind Styebeck's dark secret, his link to the women and the mysterious big rig roaming
America's loneliest highways on its descent into eternal darkness. “Gripping, no-holds-barred…lightning paced…with enough twists to keep you turning pages well into the wee hours. Vengeance Road is
masterful suspense.”—Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author Originally published in 2009. Don’t miss Her Last Goodbye, the newest thrill-ride from Rick Moﬁna!

EVERY SECOND
MIRA When a bank manager and his family are terrorized by four armed men who strap them all with remote-detonation bombs, reporter Kate Page and the FBI discover a devastating truth that could
destroy the family as well as countless others.

IN DESPERATION (A JACK GANNON NOVEL, BOOK 3)
HarperCollins UK Eleven-year-old Tilly Martin is dragged from her suburban bedroom. Her mother, Cora, pleads for mercy but the kidnappers are clear: if they don't get their $5 million back in ﬁve days,
Tilly dies. If anyone contacts police, Tilly dies.

WHIRLWIND
MIRA When a woman she gave her baby boy to for safekeeping during a tornado subsequently disappears, Jenna Cooper enlists the help of journalist and single mother Kate Page to ﬁnd the infant, and
soon Kate uncovers a plot more sinister than she had ever imagined. Original.

COLD FEAR
Pinnacle Books When her ten-year-old daughter vanishes on a family camping trip to Glacier National Park, Emily Baker, her husband, and a multi-agency task force must race against time to ﬁnd young
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Paige Baker before someone else does.

BE MINE
Pinnacle Books

NO WAY BACK
Pinnacle Books When his wife, Ann Reed, is kidnapped by two homicidal maniacs with a personal vendetta against him, San Francisco crime reporter Tom Reed must follow a trail of blood to rescue her
from the grasp of a twisted killer bent on revenge. Original.

SEARCH FOR HER
Mira Books A missing daughter, a family with secrets, a race for the truth... At a truck stop near Las Vegas, fourteen-year-old Riley Jarrett vanishes from her family's RV, turning their cross-country dream
of starting over into a nightmare. Investigators have their work cut out for them. The massive, bustling truck plaza in the desert is the perfect place for someone to disappear--or be taken. Detectives
pursue every chilling lead as all eyes fall to the newly blended family with a tragic past. With the clock ticking down on the likelihood that Riley's alive, suspicions run deep. Everyone--from Riley's mom to
her stepdad to her stepbrother and her ex-boyfriend--has something to hide. And their secrets could prove deadly.

HER LAST GOODBYE
MIRA Family ties run deep. Family secrets run deeper. Perfect wife. Doting mom. Jennifer Griﬃn was loved by everyone, including the women in her suburban-neighborhood book club. Their meetings
sometimes went late, but Jenn always came home. Until that night. When Greg Griﬃn wakes to ﬁnd his wife is not in bed, his blood runs cold. Her book club friends say Jenn left for home hours ago. But
she's missing. Greg tells detectives their marriage is good, but his alibi is razor-thin. With their young son away at a sleepover, Greg had all night to commit a crime. And there are scrapes on his hands...
Investigators discover Jenn has troubling secrets, but she isn't the only one. With the threads of their picture-perfect life unraveling, Greg is forced to confront the lies that hold their marriage together--and
a dark past that refuses to stay buried.

THE BURNING EDGE
MIRA Lisa Palmer has barely recovered from the sudden death of her husband when she is drawn into a new nightmare. On her way home from upstate New York, Lisa stops at a service center minutes
before an armored car heist. Four men are executed before her eyes—one, an oﬀ-duty FBI agent she tried to help. Now Lisa is the FBI's secret witness and the key to ﬁnding the fugitive killers. FBI agent
Frank Morrow leads the investigation of the high-proﬁle case. Hiding a very personal secret, Frank knows this assignment will be like no other he's ever faced...and it could be his last. Pressured to land an
exclusive, journalist Jack Gannon chases the elusive thread of an anonymous tipster. With every instinct telling Jack the story is within his grasp, he risks everything to reveal the chilling truth...before the
cold-blooded killers can take the next step in their vengeful mission.

MISSING DAUGHTER
MIRA USA TODAY bestseller Winner of the Barry Award "Intense...gripping... This latest from a gifted storyteller should not be missing from your reading pile."—Library Journal, starred review Families with
nothing to hide don’t have so many secrets Life can change in an instant. For Ryan and Karen Lane, it happens on the morning they discover their twelve-year-old daughter’s window open, their beloved
Maddie missing from her bed. Police investigate. Suspicions swirl. A teenage boy admits he was outside her bedroom window the night she disappeared. A halfway house for convicts recently opened in
the neighborhood. The Lane family is thrown into turmoil, then detectives turn their sights on them. No one is ruled out. Not Karen, with her tragic past, who argued with her daughter. Not Ryan, with his
violent streak. Not Maddie’s thirteen-year-old brother, Tyler, who heard voices in her room the night she vanished. Days, weeks, months, then agonizing years go by without answers, the Lanes fearing
that Maddie is gone forever…until a stunning twist shocks everyone, plunging the family deeper into a world of buried secrets whose revelations threaten the very foundation of their lives. “Don’t miss
Search for Her, the newest thrill-ride from Rick Moﬁna!”

THE LYING HOUSE
MIRA There’s only one way to bury a secret… Lisa Taylor had friends, family and a job she loved back in Cleveland. But when her husband, Jeﬀ, lands the promotion of a lifetime, she gives it all up to stand
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by him. Their whirlwind move to Miami feels like an adventure, their idyllic new neighborhood the perfect place to start a family. But their dreams are shattered when a stranger breaks into their house,
holding a knife to Lisa’s throat before Jeﬀ can chase him oﬀ. Suddenly, every sacriﬁce Lisa made is like a loss she’ll never recover from. But Jeﬀ makes it clear there’s too much at stake to return to Ohio.
Isolated and afraid, Lisa becomes a hostage in her own home. She can’t shake the feeling she’s being watched. And with the man she married growing increasingly unrecognizable, she’s starting to wonder
whether their hasty move was to pursue a better life—or escape a chilling past that won’t be outrun. “Edge-of-your-seat thrilling.” —Louise Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author, on Last Seen
“Don’t miss Search for Her, the newest thrill-ride from Rick Moﬁna!”

THE BURNING EDGE
MIRA “Rick Moﬁna's tense, taut writing makes every thriller he writes an adrenaline-packed ride.”—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author “Moﬁna keeps you on the edge of your seat in this
latest thriller. The Burning Edge kept me up into the early morning hours—the plot is so well written that I could not put the book down!”—www.readertoreader.com Single mother Lisa Palmer has barely
recovered from the sudden death of her husband when she is drawn into a new nightmare. On her way home from upstate New York, Lisa stops at a service center minutes before an armored car heist.
Four men are executed before her eyes—one of them an oﬀ-duty FBI agent Lisa tried to help. Now Lisa is the FBI's secret witness and the key to ﬁnding the fugitive killers. FBI agent Frank Morrow leads
the investigation of the high-proﬁle case. Hiding a very personal secret, Frank knows this assignment will be like no other he's ever faced̷and it could be his last. Pressured to land an exclusive, newswire
journalist Jack Gannon chases down the elusive thread of an anonymous tipster. With every instinct telling Jack the story is within his grasp, he gambles everything in his frantic race to reveal the chilling
truth…before the cold-blooded killers can enact the next stage of their vengeful mission. Originally published in 2011

HER SILENT CRY
AN ABSOLUTELY GRIPPING MYSTERY THRILLER
Bookouture Round and round she goes, blonde pigtails ﬂying, her high-pitched giggle catching on the wind. But as the ride slows to a stop, her seat is suddenly empty. Little Lucy is gone… When sevenyear-old Lucy Ross is snatched from the carousel in Denton city park, Detective Josie Quinn joins the frantic search. She’s the one who ﬁnds Lucy’s sparkly butterﬂy backpack abandoned by the ticket
booth, a note with a devastating message stuﬀed inside: answer your phone, or your sweet little darling will die… The next day, Lucy’s parents are ﬁlled with hope when they pick up a call which they think
is from their babysitter – but instead it’s a chilling male voice on the line. Josie races to the babysitter’s small apartment only to ﬁnd her lifeless body in a tangle of sheets on her bed. Josie is faced with the
most high-stakes case of her career as each new phone call from someone connected to the family ends with the shocking discovery of another body. This twisted killer wants revenge, and he won’t stop
until the Ross family are in pieces… Something is telling Josie that Lucy’s parents aren’t giving her the whole truth, but digging deeper into their lives will force her to confront a life-changing secret of her
own. Does Josie have what it takes to crack this case? She has no choice if she’s going to bring Lucy home alive… An absolutely unputdownable new crime thriller from an Amazon, USA Today and Wall
Street Journal bestselling author. Readers who love Robert Dugoni, Angela Marsons and Rachel Caine will be hooked until the ﬁnal, jaw-dropping page. Readers adore Her Silent Cry: ‘GO AND READ THIS
NAIL-BITING, UNPUTDOWNABLE BOOK.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I read this book in one sitting, hooked from the ﬁrst page, spent most of this read sat on the edge of my seat. In places I was shocked
but kept on reading. I HAD TO KNOW… I did not want this book to end… Highly Recommended. Hell no, this is a MUST READ!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! What a thrill ride!... The reader gets
sucked into the drama... The surprises keep coming. I was literally glued to the pages of this book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow this book had me on the edge of my seat holding my breath…
Absolutely loved it and found it very hard to put down… Her Silent Cry deﬁnitely gets 5 stars from me it was awesome.’ Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars ‘Fast pace combined with a suspenseful and twisted plot,
ﬁlled with secrets… Intensity levels go through the roof... I myself was too busy ﬂying through the pages and enjoying myself to really stand still… If you are a fan of intense and thrilling detective thrillers
that pack a punch, you should deﬁnitely schedule yourself a meeting with Detective Josie Quinn soon!’ It’s All About Books, 5 stars ‘An edge-of-your-seat nail-biter, and my most favorite Josie novel to
date!! A great read!! Love, LOVE, LOVE this series!!... I LOVED it!!’ Tropical Delusions, 5 stars ‘5 stars plus for this great read!! I couldn't swipe the pages fast enough. I tried to put Her Silent Cry down and
get some sleep - that didn't happen!!! Light was back on in 5 minutes, I just had to know what happened… Twists and turns to make your head spin… Don’t miss this series!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘OMG... I can’t say enough good things about this book… an emotional roller coaster… so many twists and turns… The ending deﬁnitely threw me for a loop. I would’ve never guessed it in a million years…
such a shocking twist.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

THEIR LAST SECRET
MIRA Some mistakes can never be forgotten—or forgiven. Janie Klassyn was only fourteen years old when she made the blood pact with her friends. She could never imagine she was setting in motion the
horrifying crime that would tear her peaceful prairie town apart. Twenty years later in California, school counselor Emma Grant struggles to keep her past buried. But when she ﬁnds a note on her car
threatening to reveal her secret, it becomes harder to keep up the deception. Even her teenage stepdaughter suspects that Emma is hiding something. Now, with her celebrated true-crime author husband
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digging into a decades-old murder case for his next book, and a suspicious accident involving someone who’s been following her, the perfect life Emma’s built is crumbling, forcing her to take desperate
steps to save it… Don’t miss Search for Her, the newest thrill-ride from Rick Moﬁna!

IF ANGELS FALL
Pinnacle Books Driven mad by the death of his own three children, a father kidnaps three children in San Francisco planning to reenact the drowning deaths of his beloved "angels". Original.

MEASURE OF DARKNESS
MIRA Here are the facts For the parents whose children have been taken, for the broken lives we piece back together one relentless investigation at a time, our town house is a sanctuary. My name is
Alice Crane. I'm just one of a talented team working for Naomi Nantz, the brilliant and very private detective. Today that sanctuary was violated. The famous kid-ﬁnder Randall Shane was taken away by
unknown assailants, possibly government agents. Shane's client is dead, and a boy known as "the keyboard kid" is missing. What is the boy's connection to a top secret physics lab? Unknown—for now.
But under Naomi's lead, we will inﬁltrate every illicit boardroom and bedroom and war room. We'll ﬁnd that little boy or die trying. The only thing guaranteed in this life is that Naomi Nantz won't give up.
Not now, not ever.

LAST SEEN
MIRA They are the perfect family. But perfection is fragile. Cal Hudson knows the world can be an ugly place. As a reporter for a big Chicago newspaper, Cal has journeyed into society’s darkest corners to
expose the vilest crimes. But the world he and his devoted wife, Faith, share with their son is much nicer. They have made sure of it, creating a tranquil haven in suburban River Ridge to protect the person
most precious to them. Until the unthinkable happens, and nine-year-old Gage vanishes. In a split second at a local carnival, the Hudsons’ storybook world begins unraveling. A frantic search starts to
uncover splinters in their carefully crafted facade, revealing buried secrets that cast just as much suspicion on Cal and Faith as any ill-meaning stranger, and proving that the line between love and
violence can disappear as suddenly as a child on a chaotic midway. “Don’t miss Search for Her, the newest thrill-ride from Rick Moﬁna!”

THE PANIC ZONE
HarperCollins Australia "The Panic Zone is a headlong rush toward Armageddon. Its brisk pace and tight focus remind me of early Michael Crichton." -Dean Koontz, No.1 New York Times bestselling
author A car crashes in Wyoming: A young mother is thrown clear of the devastating crash. Dazed, she sees a ﬁgure pull her son from the ﬂames. Or does she? The police believe it's trauma playing tricks
on the mind, until the woman hears a voice on the phone: \Your baby is alive.\" A bomb explodes in Rio de Janeiro: The heinous act kills ten people, including two journalists. Jack Gannon's assignment is to
ﬁnd out whether his colleagues were innocent victims or targets who got too close to a huge story. A Caribbean cruise ends in horror: Doctors are desperate to identify the cause of a passenger's agonizing
death. They turn to the world's top scientists, who fear that someone has resurrected their secret research. Research that is now being used as a deadly weapon. With millions of lives at stake, experts
work frantically against time. And as an anguished mother searches for her child and Jack Gannon pursues the truth, an unstoppable force hurls them all into the panic zone. "

COVERING CANADIAN CRIME
WHAT JOURNALISTS SHOULD KNOW AND THE PUBLIC SHOULD QUESTION
University of Toronto Press Crime reporting, in one form or another, is as old as crime itself. Almost all young reporters have spent some time on this beat, and their work aﬀects all of us. Covering
Canadian Crime oﬀers a deep and detailed look at perennial issues in crime reporting and how changes in technology, business practices, and professional ethics are aﬀecting today's crime coverage.
Social media in the courtroom, the stigmatization of mental illness, the inﬂuence of police media units, the practice of knocking on victims' doors, the culture of masculinity in the newsroom: these are
among the topics of discussion, explored from various disciplinary perspectives and combined with poignant interviews and thought-provoking introspection from seasoned journalists such as Christie
Blatchford, Timothy Appleby, Linden MacIntyre, Kim Bolan, and Peter Edwards. A critical account of the challenges involved in crime reporting in ethical, informed, and powerful ways, Covering Canadian
Crime poses the questions that reporters, journalism students, and the public at large need to ask and to answer.

THE DYING HOUR
HarperCollins UK When a ﬁght with her boyfriend drives Seattle student Karen Harding into one of the worst storms in years, all she wants to do is get to her sister's house in one piece; instead she ﬁnds
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herself stranded on a desolate stretch of highway.

LAST SEEN
HarperCollins UK They are the perfect family. But perfection is fragile...

EVERY FEAR
HarperCollins UK A mother’s worst nightmare Maria Colson leaves her baby Dylan outside the store for a few seconds. Then she sees the empty pram – Dylan has vanished without a trace.

STRONG ENOUGH TO DIE
A CAITLIN STRONG NOVEL
Forge Books INCLUDES A SNEAK PEAK OF JON LAND'S THRILLING NEW CAITLIN STRONG NOVEL, STRONG AT THE BREAK, AVAILBLE IN JUNE! Caitlin Strong is a ﬁfth-generation Texas Ranger, proud to wear
the badge of her father and grandfather—until a deadly shoot-out along the Mexican border causes her to question her calling. Five years later, Caitlin is still trying to purge herself of guilt from the day
that ended her Ranger career. But a shattering discovery will reopen old wounds, and Caitlin's renewed investigation into the truth behind the bloody desert ﬁreﬁght uncovers a terrifying plot that reaches
into every home and threatens the very core of the country. Her only hope for success—and survival—is to team up with Cort Wesley Masters, a deadly outlaw who has every reason to want her dead. But
he also holds the key to the truth she desperately seeks in the anguished brain of an amnesiac torture victim. Caitlin's tormented quest for redemption takes her to a dark world, ranging from Washington
to Bahrain to the wastelands of Mexico, as she ﬁnds that the strength to live comes from learning how to die. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

PERFECT GRAVE
HarperCollins UK A murdered nun The face Sister Anne sees behind her in the mirror belongs to a man she knew years ago; the cold blade against her throat guarantees her silence.

VENGEANCE ROAD (A JACK GANNON NOVEL, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK A woman’s body lies twisted in a shallow grave. Carved into her bloody skin, one word. Guilty.

THE INNOCENT GIRL
Boldwood Books Ltd DCI Hanlon is going undercover. Oxford Philosophy lecturer Dr Gideon Fuller is in the frame, but Hanlon is not convinced. From the specialist brothels in Oxford and Soho, to the
inner sanctum of a Russian people traﬃcker with a taste for hurting women, the trail leads Hanlon deeper and deeper into danger – until she herself becomes the killer's next target... Can Hanlon track
down the killer before it's too late? A thrilling new case for DCI Hanlon. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Lisa Regan and Mark Dawson. This book was previously published as Cold Revenge by Alex
Howard. What readers are saying about The Innocent Girl: 'In Hanlon we have a character to rival Rebus' 'This book is dramatic, exciting and full of action' 'DI Hanlon is another strong female character in
the mould of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.'

FULL TILT
MIRA When the police ﬁnd links between Kate Page's missing sister, Vanessa, and a sadistic killer who keeps his victims for years in "conﬁnement rooms," joining the manhunt becomes Kate's last chance
to either mourn Vanessa's death—or save her life. Original.

THE PANIC ZONE (A JACK GANNON NOVEL, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK A car crashes in Wyoming: A young mother is thrown clear of the devastating crash. Dazed, she sees a ﬁgure pull her son from the ﬂames. Or does she? The police believe it's trauma
playing tricks on the mind, until the woman hears a voice on the phone: "Your baby is alive."
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LOLA
A NOVEL
Crown WINNER OF THE JOHN CREASEY DEBUT DAGGER AWARD Nominated for the Edgar Award for best ﬁrst novel An astonishing debut crime thriller about an unforgettable woman who combines the
genius and ferocity of Lisbeth Salander with the ruthless ambition of Walter White The Crenshaw Six are a small but up-and-coming gang in South Central LA who have recently been drawn into an
escalating war between rival drug cartels. To outsiders, the Crenshaw Six appear to be led by a man named Garcia . . . but what no one has ﬁgured out is that the gang's real leader (and secret weapon) is
Garcia's girlfriend, a brilliant young woman named Lola. Lola has mastered playing the role of submissive girlfriend, and in the man's world she inhabits she is consistently underestimated. But in truth she
is much, much smarter--and in many ways tougher and more ruthless--than any of the men around her, and as the gang is increasingly sucked into a world of high-stakes betrayal and brutal violence, her
skills and leadership become their only hope of survival. Lola marks the debut of a hugely exciting new thriller writer, and of a singular, magniﬁcent character unlike anyone else in ﬁction.

OSAMA BIN LADEN
A BIOGRAPHY
ABC-CLIO A concise biography of the world's most notorious terrorist tells the story of the evolution of a wealthy businesman's son to the 9/11 mastermind who declared war on America.

LOSING YOU
Penguin UK Nicci French, bestselling author of thriller Blue Monday, tells the terrifying story of a missing child in Losing You. Nina Landry has given up city life for the isolated community of Sandling
Island. At night the wind howls. Sometimes they are cut oﬀ by the tide. For Nina though it is home. It is safe. But when her daughter Charlie fails to return from a sleepover on the day they're due to go on
holiday, the island becomes a diﬀerent place altogether. A place of secrets and suspicions. Where no one - friends, neighbours or the police - believes Nina's fear that her daughter is in danger. Alone, she
franticly searches for Charlie. And as day turns to night, she begins to doubt not just whether they'll leave for their holiday - but if they will ever leave at all. 'You live through every nail-biting
minute'Guardian Nicci French is the pseudonym for the writing partnership of journalists Nicci Gerrard and Sean French. Together they have written 13 books, including Complicit, What to do When
Someone Dies and Until It's Over.

A TAP ON THE WINDOW
Hachette UK On a rainy night, a man gives a teenage girl a lift home, but the girl he picks up isn't the same one he drops oﬀ . . . Bestseller Linwood Barclay hooks the reader from page one with this
suspense masterpiece From the author of FIND YOU FIRST When Cal Weaver stops at a red light on a rainy night while driving home, he ignores the bedraggled-looking teenage girl trying to hitch a ride even when she starts tapping on his window. But when he realises she's one of his son's classmates, he knows he can't really leave her, alone, on the street. But nothing prepares him for the
consequences of trying to help her out. The next morning he's gone from Good Samaritan to Murder Suspect, and with one girl dead and another missing, he's suddenly at the centre of a deadly puzzle
that reaches right to the heart of the town - from its bullying police force to its strangely furtive mayor - and ﬁnally to one family's shocking secret.

CRYSTAL RAIN
Macmillan Twenty-seven years after washing up on the shores with no memory of his past, John deBrun discovers that he retains an understanding about a mythical artifact and becomes the world of
Nanagada's only chance for survival against an attack by the fearsome Azteca. A ﬁrst novel. Reprint.

FULL TILT (A KATE PAGE NOVEL, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK A life-and-death race against time Deep in the woods of upstate New York a woman ﬂees a blazing barn. She is burned beyond recognition, and her dying words point police to a
labyrinth of "conﬁnement rooms"—rooms designed to hold human beings captive—where they make other chilling discoveries.
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BLOOD OF OTHERS
Pinnacle Books A lonely woman, determined to ﬁnd a man who will love her, ﬁnds solace in the arms of a man tormented by his brutal past, but their love is violently shattered when he becomes
obsessed with her and descends into a murderous rage. Original.

FALSE IMPRESSION
Pan Macmillan When an aristocratic old lady is brutally murdered in her country home the night before 9/11, it takes all the resources of the FBI and Interpol to work out the connection between her and
the possible motive for her death -- a priceless Van Gogh painting. It's a young woman in the North Tower when the ﬁrst plane crashed into the building who has the courage and determination to take on
both sides of the law and avenge the old lady's death. Anna Petrescu is missing, presumed dead, after 9/11 and she uses her new status to escape from America, only to be pursued across the world from
Toronto to London, to Hong Kong, Tokyo and Bucharest, but it is only when she returns to New York that the mystery unfolds. Why are so many people willing to risk their own lives and others' to own the
Van Gogh Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear?

RAPID FALLS
Lake Union Publishing Forgive and forget? The past and present collide for two sisters who survived a tragedy--and must now survive the truth behind it. It's been twenty years since Cara's boyfriend
died in a horrible accident and her sister, Anna, went to prison. The tragedy has become a local legend, but Cara has moved past her grief to have a successful career and a happy family. Pity about Anna.
Recently released from incarceration, she's struggling with addiction, guilt, and shame--a shattered life. Cara's forgiveness seems to be the only thing that helps her pick up the pieces. But as Anna pulls
herself together, her memories of that night on the bridge start to come into focus. And few of them match her sister's. As past secrets unfold and nothing is what it seems anymore, Anna desperately
searches for the truth. But what if Cara doesn't want her to ﬁnd it?
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